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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This plan describes IST ' s approach to accomplish the research 
tasks laid out in the contract entitled, " Investigation of OS! 
Protocols for Distributed Interactive Simulation" as modified by 
the Eng ineering Change Proposal (ECP) entitled, IIDIS Testbed 
Research and Development" contract number N61339 - 91 - C- OI03 . This 
research contract is funded through the NTSC Broad Agency 
Announcement 91-02. The basic contract, noted above, has been 
completed . This ECP is a logical addition t o the project 
activities. The original contract was limited because a testbed 
was not available for implementing DIS using various communication 
mechanisms . This research project develops those capabilities by 
creating a testbed for implementing, testing, and evaluating DIS. 
The approach outlined in the ECP and this work plan ensures that an 
environment is available to fully evaluate DIS prior to any 
implementations in the public or private sectors . 
1.1 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
1ST ' s gene r al object ive for this project is to hasten the use 
of networking in real time s i mulation and to reduce the risk 
associated with the introduction. In particular, 1ST is interested 
in research involved with the performance, evaluation, and 
optimization of Distributed I nteractive Simulat ion (DIS) data units 
and communications in actual rea l time simulation. A DIS t estbed 
will be created to meet this general objective. 
The DIS testbed will implement the DIS Standard on various 
communication stacks . The stacks will be aligned to match 
activities from the DIS standar ds and related communications 
efforts . Included will be the various sets of PDUs as they evolve 
as well as the communication system, data bases, e tc. IST ' s 
intention will be to provide a rapid prototyping environment for 
DIS ideas , strategies, standards, etc. This approach will allow 
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the DIS community to evaluate alternatives based on data, not 
conjecture . Specific tests could be conducted by sponsoring 
o rgan izations with support from 1ST. All test methods and results 
will be available for reproduction. 
This testbed will contain one of the many protocol translators 
currently under development . The protocol translator will allow 
access to STRICOM ' s SIMNET hardware at 1ST for a more complete DIS 
environment than currently available. Connectivity to the 
Terrestrial Wide Band (TW8) network will be through facilities at 
STRICOM via a commercial off the shelf microwave (or other similar 
type ) device. 
The specific objectives 1ST hopes to meet as a result of this 
research project are as follows: 
Development of a DIS testbed. A minimal DIS testbed 
should be implemented in a short period of time to 
support the demonstration and evaluation needs of the DIS 
community. A full DIS testbed is necessary in the long 
term . 
Creation of an approach to testing DIS . This objective 
involves developing methods and procedures to evaluate 
the syntax and semantics of DIS . The entire structure of 
DIS should be subject to evaluation. 
Development of an easy to reach DIS network. If DIS is 
going to be useful, organizations should have access to 
a DIS network. Such a network can be used as a learning 
tool, as an experimental tool, or as a mechanism to 
evaluate individual DIS strategies. 
Generate and document DIS data and test concepts. Many 
organizations are experimenting with simulator networks. 
Data must be collected, catalogued, and documented so 
that others can analyze DIS for their own needs prior t o 
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building hardware and softwar e . 
Evaluate DIS concepts. standards can be evaluated and 
tested prior to acceptance. Ideas can be evaluated in a 
test environment prior to fi nancia l or contractual 
commitments . 
1 .2 PROJECT TASKS 
The technical approach t aken to meet the objectives of thi s 
project will consist of three primary tasks: 1) testbed deve l opme nt 
and implementation, 2) interface support, a nd 3) t esting/testbed 
operation s . These tasks are further explained along with subtask 
definition in the paragraphs which foll ow . These task 
descriptions, therefore, form the bridge between the proposal and 
the equivalent of a specification , as it will guide the conduct of 
the research act ivi t ies of this project. 
TASK 1: Testbed Development a nd I mplementation 
This task includes the design , development, a nd implementation 
of a DIS testbed. The design of the testbed will support a wide 
range of us e r needs. It will provide verification of the DIS 
standards process, provide a tool for DIS i mplernenters, and 
function as a standing demonstration mechanism which f ac i l itates 
the promulgation and expanded use of DI S. The design must 
therefore be flexible with 
architecture . 
respect t o configuration and 
The t es tbed will be developed using modula r designs. 
Modularity i s extremely important for several reaso ns. First, the 
t es tbed is to be designed to grow with DIS . This requires tha t the 
testbed be able to accommodate protocol data units, protoco l s , and 
communica tion services that are known, as well as those that may b e 
envis i oned . This modular ity could result in a reduction in 
performance, however . Well defined interfaces will be established 
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and testbed performance will always be evaluated as a trade off 
against 
will be 
modularity. These trade offs and the resulting designs 
available to internal and external scrutiny. 
The second reason modularity is important is due to schedule. 
Task 3 (to be described in subsequent sections) has a requirement 
for a minimal testbed to support the I / ITSC Conference in November , 
1992 . There are also subsequent capabilities required to 
accommodate DIS 1 . 0 and the various communications architectures 
under consideration in the Communication Architecture and Security 
Subgroup of the DIS Standards effort. Cost as well as schedule 
dictate retaining as much commonality as possible through 
modular ity. 
The testbed will be designed to use off the shelf components 
to the maximum extent practical. The reasons for this decis i on are 
the same as those for modularity. In addition, though, interfaces 
to off the shelf components are well documented and available to 
the general public. Parallel development efforts will also be 
enhanced by using off the shelf components. 
TASK 2: Interface Support 
An important aspect of a testbed is assisting those who may 
wish to use it . This task defines a mechanism to implement such 
support . There are three aspects of this support which will be 
provided by 1ST . The first is to support those who may wish to use 
DIS software and h a rdware designs developed by 1ST. The second is 
to demonstrate integration of non-DIS systems into the testbed (DIS 
systems should interface and integrate more easily than non-DIS 
systems . DIS systems will be integrated into the testbed as part 
of Task 1). The third aspect is to support organizations wishing 
to implement DIS . 1ST expects to learn a lot about DIS in the 
process of implementing this testbed. This knowledge will be 
transferred to those wishing to use DIS . 
TASK 3: Testing/Testbed Operations 
This task includes developing and conducting simulator 
networking tests, integrating new technologies and methodologies 
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into testing, and sustaining the testbed ' s day to day operations. 
Four types of tests will be conducted . Two types of tests are at 
the subsystem level; the other two are system level tests. All 
tests will use SIMNET 6.6.1 as a baseline . New technologies 
appropriate to DIS will be pursued. In particular, 1ST will 
continue to pursue integrating Open Systems Interconnection (OS!) 
into DIS. Also, test methods will be developed which track product 
development and provide for early verification of interoperahl1ity. 
Finally, the testbed will be demonstrated and operated on a 
con tinual basis. Effort must be expended for routine operations 
and planned for special operations. 
Testing will cover hardware , software, and paper p roducts 
(e .g . , the DIS Standard). The testing methodology will use a 
bottom up approach. Discrete tests will be developed for 
communications, protocols, data, applications, and systems. The 
Item Under Test (IUT) can be a simulator, a new PDU , a different 
communications architecture, etc. The IUT will be integrated into 
an existing simulator, if necessary, and a DIS network to perform 
quantitative and qualitative tests. Downward compatibility with 
older versions will be ensured. 
New technologies and test methods will be studied and 
integrated into the testbed . The purpose of these integrations 
will be to hasten the introduction of new technology into 
enhance the 
DIS, to 
ability influence 
t o verify 
the development of standards, and to 
and validate interoperability early in the deve l opment 
cycle. In particular , OS! has been suggested as an architecture 
for supporting DIS. 
r esear ch . Also, 
Effort will be expended to continue this 
techniques will be developed to assess 
interoperability early in an item ' s development cycle. 
The testbed operation must be consistent with the development 
and use of the testbed. Per sonnel must be available to operate and 
administer the testbed. In addition , several demonstrations are 
planned and will require staff support to assure success. 
2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TASKS 
A detailed description of the three major tasks and their 
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subtasks is presented below. The following paragraphs describe the 
goals, subtasks and deliverables for each of the three primary 
tasks comprising this project . 
Each of the subtasks will be described in the following 
manner. First, there will be a description of the subtask as 
described in the ECP. Second will be an opt i onal section which 
further explains the subtask. Third will be a description of the 
product which results from the effort expended in the subtask. 
2.1 TASK 1: Testbed Development and Implementation 
One design report will be used to document all phases of Task 
1 . The report will be structured in a manner which tracks the 
subtask descriptions which follows . 
2.1.1 Subtask 1.1 systems Design 
Proposal: A design will be developed by IST which supports 
STRICOM ' s needs, is consistent with 1ST ' s other research efforts, 
and meets the needs of the DIS community. 1ST will coordinate with 
Loral to ensure the testbed is consistent with the DIS architecture 
and the needs of BDS - D. 
The testbed will initially include the SIMNET equipment (2 M- l 
Simulators, MCC , Stealth, PVD, Data Logger , and BBN SAFOR) on loan 
to IST, and the IST developed SAFOR. The configuration of thi s 
equipment at 1ST necessitates that either two M-l simulators are 
used without the Stealth or that one M- l simulator be available 
simultaneously with the Steal t h. This restriction is due to the 
availability of only two S1MNET image generators at 1ST. Computing 
resources acquired under N61339-89 - C-QQ45 (Aviation Technology) 
will be integrated into the testbed to support data logging and to 
provide hardware for an operator control station. Additional 
hardware and software envisioned in the baseline tes tbed includes 
procurement of a DIS/SIMNET protocol translator, connectivity to 
outside communication services, and computing and communication 
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resources appropriate to the development and demonstration of a DIS 
network (mi nimally envisioned to include 4 Inte l 486 PC or Motorola 
VME based computing resou rces , hard disc capacity, printers , 
peripheral equipment, TCP- UDP/IP software, Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), 
FOOl, a nd o ther hardware and s oftware necessary to interface 
computing and simulator resources in a cost effective manner, such 
as serial interfaces, parallel interfaces , etc.). The additional 
hardware is necessa ry to develop a DIS network and to minimize 
disruption of other on-going research efforts at IST. 
Additional Descr iption: STRI COM ' s needs are further defined 
to include the requirement t o crea te a tes tbed design which 
supports evaluation of the DIS St anda rd, satisfies the maximum 
number of BDS - D exit criteria as defined in various STRICOM 
documents, and takes advantage of e xisti ng designs and procurements 
made by Lor al unde r the ADST contract. If feasible , the design 
should also support integration of other government simulation 
assets , such as those wh i ch may be identified by NTSC or Arms trong 
Laboratories. 
1ST will use the computing hardware from the Aviation Trainer 
Technology Program to rehost a PC based data logge r . Additional 
comput i ng resources ( i.e. , 486 computers) will be used to build a 
flexible interface to the DIS network where one computer could be 
used to pull information off the network and send it on to a 
simulator and anothe r compute r could take the da ta from a simulator 
and send it on t o the network. Other arrangements are acceptable 
as long as flexibility is maximized and adverse performance impacts 
are minimized. Flexibility should be prov ided for several network 
interfaces, for a variety of protocol stac ks, a nd for interfacing 
t o a simulat or . For example, an alternate arrangement could have 
one computer serve as a network interface (b i - directional) and the 
other compute r serve as a simulator inter face . Providing a high 
performance interface (e . g., IEEE 488) betwe en these computers also 
meets the general flexibility requirements . 
As a goal, the design of the testbed should support the 
following communication protocols and external linkages : 
IEEE 802.3 (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
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Detection) 
ETHERNET 
Fiber Dis tr ibuted Data Inte rface (FOOl) 
Transmission Control Protocol (Tep) 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
Internet Protocol (IP) 
SIMNET ASSOCIATION Protocol 
DIS Protocols as developed 
Connection to T- l or the Terr . WideBand Network (TWa) 
connection t o the Lora l installed 56 kbs service at 1ST 
1- 800 service using commercial circuits 
Deliverablesi 
above . 
See the explanation provided in Section 2 .1, 
2.1.2 Subtask 1.2 Interface with SIMNET Equipment 
Proposal : Interface with 1ST ' s e xisting SIMNET equipment and 
laboratory efforts which use S IMNET or deve l op in a SIMNET 
envi r onment. This wi ll provide a robust and heterogeneous 
envi r onment f o r DIS test and evaluation. 
Additional Description : 1ST wil l implement this subtask by 
procuring a protocol translator from TSI. This translator wi ll 
have limited capab ility . For example, only four POUs (those 
necessary for the I / 1TSC demonstration) will be available. Please 
see the Statement of Wo rk to TSI f or further details . 
After the 1/ ITSC demonstration, 1ST will have gained knowledge 
~n the operation and performance of the TSI protocol translator. 
At that time, 1ST will assess four al ternatives for expanding the 
protocol translator r s capability . One alternative will be to 
mod ify the TSI protoco l translator at 1ST t o prov ide translation to 
all ten DIS 1 . 0 PDUs. A second al ternat i ve will be to contract 
with TSI t o modify the translator to accomodate the remaining 6 
POUs, not provided in the original TS1 protocol translator. The 
third alternative will be to procure or use a translator from 
another vendor (Loral is purported to be deve loping a translator 
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for the CSRDF to AIRNET program). The fourth alternative is to use 
the TSI translator, as originally delivered, because enhancement is 
no t cost effective. The a nalysis and resulting decision must be 
documented . 
This subtask will also support the initial effort necessary to 
modify 1ST ' s developed systems t o be compatible with the four DIS 
1.0 POU I 5 identified as necessa ry for the I / ITSC demonstration 
(subtas k 3.5). The four POUs are Entity State , Fire , Det onation, 
and Col lision. Compatibility with UDP/ IP will also be required. 
Mod i fi c ation to 1ST dev eloped software includes the IST developed 
PC based Computer Generated Forces and da t a logger software . 1ST 
will attempt to modularize the above software items to make future 
changes easy to effect. The changes made to 1ST software will be 
documented by r evising existing documentation and in-line 
documentation within the software. The 1ST developed soft ware is 
undergoing constant change . This effort will only work on the most 
rec ent change in effect when this subtask commences. 
Deliverables: 
above. 
See the explanation provided in Section 2.1, 
2.1.3 Suhtask 1. 3 Long Haul Connectivity 
Proposal: Interface with a Tl phone line and the TWB network 
to be located at STRICOM/ NTSC. Line of sight mi crowave, or o t her 
similar app r oaches, are acceptable. 
Addi t ional Description : Tl phone service has limited appeal 
(due to cost) outside of 000. However connectivity t o the 
Terrestrial Wide Band Network (TWBNet)/ Defense Simulati o n Internet 
(oSI), 56 kbs from Loral ADST, and (800) service is desirable for 
several reasons . First i s the ability to conduct remote testing 
and collaboration with o t her government, academic , or industrial 
organizations . Second is the a ppeal of a high performance n etwork 
and t he abili t y to study a heterogeneous mix of simulat ions . Third 
is the possibility of p roviding an access point t o organizations 
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not have access to a simulation network. Fourth i s t he who may 
ability to provide a low cost connection point for DIS to almost 
anyone . 
Before connectivity to these networks can be designed, the 
interfaces , performance, access points, access methods, and rules 
of usage must be determined and documented and presented to STRICOM 
for approval . Once the above matters have been determined, a 
connectivity design must be developed . 1ST must also determine how 
its network can cost effectively link t? the TWBNet/DSI located at 
STRICOM . Microwave, Laser, or Infrared linkages are available. 
However, trade - off analyses must be conducted to determine which 
method is most cost effective within the budget allocated in IST ' s 
proposal . The results of this analysis must be documented. 
Deliverables: 
above . 
See the explanation provided in Section 2. 1, 
2. 1 .4 Subtask 1. 4 New PDUs 
Proposal : The ability to accommodate new POUs will be 
developed and provided. This accommodation will be based upon our 
understanding of new POUs which have been suggested at all 
standards meetings up through the March, 1 992 standards meeting. 
Additional POUs which may be proposed in the future will be 
implemented to the extent feasible (subject to cost, technical, and 
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programmatic considerations of this and related projects). 
Additional Description: 1ST is currently implementing four 
POUs in conjunction with an interoperability demonstration for 
I / ITSC. The four POUs are Entity State I Fire, Detonation, and 
Collision. DIS versions and test procedures for these POUs are 
also being dev eloped. There are six other POUs in DIS Version 1. 0 . 
These POUs are service Request, Resupply Offer, Resupply Received, 
Resupply Cancel, Repair Complete, and Repair Cancel. These six 
additional POUs will be implemented in months 7 through 12. IST's 
proposal reflects implementing the ten POUs in the DIS 1 . 0 standard 
and two new PDUs , an emitter POU and a POU which may be needed to 
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support interfacing with wargames, such 
PDU. Any effort required to 
as an 
aggregation/ disaggregation accommodate 
the POUs into the testbed is included in this subtask . Such effort 
will include modification to 1ST systems developed as part of other 
projects (e.g ., CGF) as well as software and systems developed as 
part of this project (test drivers). Because the extent of 
modification is not known, a list will be created which identifies 
the system to be modified, the extent of modification necessary, 
and the effort necessary to implement the modification . This list 
will be prioritized and coordinated internally and with STRICOM 
prior to any modifications taking place . 
This subtask will also support the effort necessary to modify 
systems developed by 1ST to be fully compatible with DIS 1.0 (May 
10 , 1992 version of the DIS standard) . Included will be the 1ST 
developed Computer Generated Forces software and data logger 
software. 1ST will attempt to modularize the above software items 
to make future changes easy to effect. The changes made to 1ST 
software will be documented by changing existing documentation and 
in - line documentation with the software. The 1ST developed 
software is undergoing constant change. This subtask , therefore, 
will only apply to the mos t recent change in effect when this 
subtask commences. 
DIS 2.0 PDUs will be evaluated for compatibility with t he 
testbed design. These PDUs could be very fluid in their 
definition. Therefore, where possible, plans will be made to 
accommodate the DIS 2 . 0 POUs although no actual implementation into 
the testbed is included in this effort. 
Del iverables : See the explanation provided in Section 2 . 1, 
above . In addition, this subtask will modify existing 
documentation on the systems modified by 1ST. In- line documentation 
of software code will also be developed. 
2.1.5 Subtask 1.5 New Protocols 
will 
Proposal : The 
be prov ided. 
ability to accommodate a variety of protocols 
This accommodation will be based upon our 
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understanding of new protocols which may be contemplated for DIS 
based upon all standards meetings up through March 1992. 
Additional protocols (especially lower layer i mplementations) which 
may be proposed in the future will be implemented to the extent 
feasible (subject to cost, technical, and programmatic 
considerations of this and related projects). 
Additional Description: The ability to accommodate a variety 
of protocols is also included in 1ST ' s proposal. This 
accommoda tion can only extend within the IST testbed ' s Local Area 
Network . There are some limitations which are noteworthy. First, 
the ability to accommodate FOOl will be limited to certain portions 
of the testbed. 1ST's Computer Generated Forces System, which is 
a key component of the testbed, is currently being reconfigured to 
support a variety of network protocols, including FOOl. However, 
with this increased flexibility comes a decrease in performance . 
The performance 
evaluated using 
decrement lS currently unknown, but will 
UOP/lP and Ethernet. The performance impact 
be 
of 
interfacing to FDDl will be evaluated during the conduct of the 
research effort. 
The ability to accommodate FDDl will be restricted to the 1ST 
development network. The protocol translator from TSI does not 
support FODl, nor do the SIMNET units. It is unknown if the 
Aviation Situation/Awareness Trainers (ASATs) at 1ST can be 
designed to accommodate FOOl. 1ST will investigate the feasibility 
of implementing FOOl on the ASATs and proceed after discussing 
programmatic impact with STRICOM . Therefore, new network 
architectures will have a limited range of testing due to hardware 
limitations. 1ST will attempt to work with vendors to expand the 
range of hardware systems capabilities on the network. 1ST I S 
a ttempts will be limited to discussions with vendors in general. 
In the case of Loral, 1ST will attempt to work collaboratively to 
achieve testbed flexibility through periodic design meetings with 
Loral staff. 
This task will also include the effort 
developed products to be compatible 
necessary 
with a 
to modi fy 1ST 
variety of 
communications protocols. As noted in task 1.4, above, a list of 
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1ST developed products on the testbed will be compiled . The 
benefits resulting from accommodating new communications protocols 
will be assessed . The effort required to make the accommodation 
will also be assessed. The resulting list will prioritized and 
coordinated internally and with STRICOM prior to implementing 
alternate communication protocols. 
peliverables : See the explanation provided in Section 2.1, 
above. In addition , this subtask will mod ify existing 
documentation on the systems modified by 1ST. In-line documentation 
of software code will also be developed. 
2.1.6 subtask 1.6 DIS Simulator Interfaces 
Proposal: Interface with new DIS compatible simulators. This 
interface hardware and software will add further definition to the 
term "Cell Interface Unit " in the DIS architecture. 
Additional Description: 1ST will coordinate with Loral on the 
development of thei r Cell Interface Unit (CIU) . 1ST will attempt 
to borrow a CIU to interface with the testbed network. 1ST will 
connect its DIS version of CGF to the CIU. Tests will be developed 
(see subtask 3.3) which evaluate the performance and operation of 
the CIU . 
Deliverables : See the explanation provided in Section 2.1 , 
above . In addition any tests will be documented in the appropriate 
test i ng document . 
2 .1 .7 Subtask 1.7 non-DIS Simulator Interfaces 
Proposal: Interface with non-DIS compatible simulators. This 
interface hardware and software will add further definition to the 
term " Cell Adapter Unit ll in the DIS architecture. 
Additional Description: 1ST will coordinate with Loral on the 
development of their Cell Adapter Unit (CAU). 1ST will attempt t o 
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borrow a CAU to interface with the testbed networ k. 1 ST will 
modify and connect its Aviation Situat ional Awareness Trainers 
(ASAT) to the CAU . Tests will be developed (see subtask 3.3) which 
evaluate the performance and operation of the CAU . 
Deliverables : See the explanation provided in Section 2.1, 
above . In addition any tests will be documented in the appropr i ate 
t e sting document. 
2.2 TASK 2: INTERFACE SUPPORT 
2 . 2.1 Subtask 2 . 1 Support to DIS Sites 
Pro posal: Support to o rgani zations wishing to implement any 
1ST developed testbed hardware or software. This activity will 
include telephonic support for any organiza t ion approved by 
STRICOM, installation of testbed software (subject to hardware and 
s o ftware commonality) at ADST sites at Ft . Knox and Ft. Rucker, and 
installation (subject to hardware and software commonality) at the 
IDA simulation facility in suburban Washington, D.C. Two 
i nstallations per site per year are envisioned. IST will seek 
s upport from the ADST contractor to ensure minimal down time . 
Additional Description : IST will need to determine the 
configuration of hardwar e and software at each of the sites noted 
a bove. If hardware is different from the configuration at 1ST, an 
assessment will be made as to the level of rehosting effort . 1ST 
will then coo rdinate with STR1COM to ensure that the labor and 
tra vel b udgeted in the proposal is appropriately applied to the 
s i tes most critical to STR1COM 1 s needs . 
Deliverables : 1ST will maintain a log of queries and 
installation experience (by using trip reports). 
2.2.2 Subtas K 2 .2 non-DI S I nstallatio n s 
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Proposal: Integration and installation of non- DIS systems at 
the 1ST testbed . These activities are distinguished from task 1, 
above, by consideration of specific installations at 1ST which may 
be desired by the government . Two installations per year are 
envisioned at this time. The first installation would be the 
integration of UPAS with the testbed and the second would be 
installation of the AS AT units into the testbed. Other 
installations are at the discretion of the government and are 
limited to 1ST defining testbed capabilities, descriptions of 
hardware and software, and labor support. Modifications t o the 
testbed are not envisioned by IST to accommodate one time or 
infrequent use of testbed capabilities . 
Additional Description: IST will reverse the order of 
installations (ASATs will be installed first, followed by UPAS) . 
The reason for the change is that further enhancements are being 
planned to UPAS. Until the UPAS baseline stabilizes, incorporation 
into the testbed is not advised. After UPAS is stable, an 
assessment will be made to determine the best method to interface 
with the testbed (i.e., modification of UPAS internal software, the 
use of a translator, or the use of a CAU). 
The ASATs will be incorporated into the testbed; however, the 
current configuration of the ASATs does not provide for additional 
software to be added . In addition, the existing system is t ightly 
coupled . IST will identify the timing and memory requirements 
necessary to put ASAT onto the testbed network. 1ST will study the 
source code to determine specific areas of code whiCh can be 
deleted to provide space for a software interface to a CAU. The 
performance of the AS AT will be evaluated to assure minimal adverse 
impact results from the software deletion. 
One additional installation is discussed in the proposal. 
Based on recent discussions with STRICOM it appears that NTSC may 
be a candidate for providing a non- DIS entity onto the network. 
Any device in this t ask should be located at IST for convenience of 
access and testing. 1ST will continue to refine installation 
approaches by first pursuing the NTSC system. 
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Deliverables: 1ST will maintain a log of queries and 
installation experience (by using trip reports). 
2.2.3 subtask 2.3 organizational support 
Proposal : Support to organizations wishing to implement DIS. 
1ST envisions the testbed will be used for first time 
implementations of DIS or the evaluation of competing DIS concepts 
which may arise from the standards process. The knowledge gained 
from these imp l ement ations will be documented (identified elsewhere 
in this proposal). However, this sub-task also provides telephonic 
support (to the extent provided by labor estimates) to 
organizations which may require consul t ation for their individual 
DIS implementations. Consultation will be l imited to STRICOM 
designated organizations (envisioned at this time to be the Army 
activities at NASA Ames and Ft . Leavenworth). other support will 
be provided to no more than 10 government or indus trial 
organizat i ons on a first come first served basis at no more than 8 
labor hours per organization. 
Additional Description : 1ST will get approval from STRICOM 
prior to expending effort on this project consulting t o 
o rganizations wishing to implement DIS. 
Deliverables: 
official. 
Written log of consultation and approving 
2 . 3 TASK 3 : TESTING/ THEORY OF OPERATION 
This task includes the development, execution, recording, and 
analysis of interoperability tests. Testing will use a bottom up 
approach . Such an approach aids isolation of problems. In 
add i tion, deductive testing will be the preferred testing method. 
Inductive testing will be used if deductive testing is not 
practical . In deductive testing, one sets up acceptance criteria 
ahead of time, conducts a tests, records observations, and deduces 
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acceptable performance from the data. In inductive test i ng, one 
does not develop rigorous tests, but instead lets a system operate 
and infers acceptable performance from observing t he operation . 
IST will attempt to obtain all test data from the network . 
This approach avoids intrusion into the simulator and p r oblems 
associa ted with proprietary data . However , there may be instances 
where test data is not available on the network (e . g ., visual 
system correlation) . In these cases 1ST will identify the data 
needed, notify the DIS Standards efforts of the data requirements 
along with a method to obtain the data, and attempt to obtain t he 
da ta (on an interim basis) directly from the system under test . 
Four types of t ests will be conducted. Two types of tests are 
at the subsystem level; the other two types of tests are system 
level tests . All tests will use SIMNET 6 . 6.1 as a baseline . 
At the subsystem level IST will conduct Application Layer 
Tests or Protocol/Network Level tests. Specific tests will be 
dicta ted by the particular DIS requirement. For example, the 
development of new PDUs will be evaluated compared to a 
mathematically rigorous and physically based da t um (Appl ication 
Layer Test) along with an evaluation of network i mpact 
(Protocol/Network Level Test) . DIS requirements which only impact 
network performance will only be evaluated using a Protocol/Network 
Level Test . 
System level tests will consist of quantitative and 
qualita tive evaluations . The pur pose of system level tests is to 
evaluate the impact of individual DIS changes or enhancements on 
system level performance. IST will develop criteria for these 
tests based upon on - going research efforts i n the DIS standards 
project and previous research at IST in networking and aviation 
technology. 
2.3 .1 subtask 3 .1 Applications/Applicatio n Layer Tes ts 
Proposal: Application Layer Tests will be developed based on 
mathematical l y rigorous and physically based pr i nc i ples. IST will 
use a methodology previously developed under contract to Loral for 
rotor mode l ing . We will extend t his methodology to other domains 
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of interest to the DIS community , specifically modeling of 
environmental conditions created from a radar environment, dead 
recKoning, and a complete vehicle dynamics model of a hel i copter. 
The methodology developed under contract to Loral consists of 
developing rigorous 
system or physical 
mathematical routines to model a 
phenomenon . The algorithms a r e 
decoupled to allow evaluation of specific phenomena . 
particular 
complet ely 
1ST h as 
worked with such models for helicopter dynamics (limited) a nd dead 
recKoning . We will ask for government support in acqui r ing 
baseline models for analysis. If government suppor t is not 
available, 1ST will obtain models through publ ic domain sources. 
However, such models are often less complete than government 
supplied models. 
1ST will analyze the particular model implementations proposed 
for the DIS implementation . Specifically, 1ST will evaluate 
CSRDF/ AIRNET, the proposed radar/emitter PDUs, a nd t he dead 
reckoning models in the DIS standard . The analysis will ident ify 
areas missing or not fully covered in t he specific DI S 
implementation as compared to the rigorous baseline model. Ot her 
systems can also be compared t o t he rigorous model . Performance 
differences are then always compared against a known baseline 
(i . e., the rigorous model) and an assessment can be made of 
interoperability between different modeling methods. 
The approach described above will be compared to the 
qual i tati ve system tests (described below) . This approach will 
provide corroborating data points 
performance. 
for acceptable system 
Additional Description: The use of a mathematical or physical 
datum is a technique to compare the fidelity of e l ectr o nic or 
mechanical simulations. The technique involves establishing an 
ideal set of criteria which a r e used to evaluat e othe r simul at i on 
model implementations. The criteria must be valid and must be 
measurable using consistent methods across the environments of 
interest . 
An example can best il lustrate this technique. Consider the 
case of helicopter dynamics . Ideally one would use a fu l l fide l ity 
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model of a helicopter as a datum. such a model would contain the 
fully coupled equations of motion of the helicopter: a 
computationa l fluid dynamics model of the rotor, tail rotor, and 
body; an leAD atmosphere model, and a full weather model . Each of 
these mode ls would have been separately validated against actual 
data (flight test, whirl stand, or weather). The models would also 
have been validated as a n integrated system against an actual air 
vehicle flight test. 
A standard set of maneuvers is used for comparison. The 
idealized model is maneuvered and time histories are generated 
(maneuver types can be obta ined from the Naval Air Test Center Test 
Pilot School documentation which is used by the Army for helicopter 
flight testing). These time histories should be consistent 
(through reformatting) with the DIS PDU standard. DIS simulators 
are also put through the same maneuvers. The time histories are 
compared (or in the case of an electronic system, appropriate 
parameters are accumulated and compared). An analysis of the 
models (with all other parameters held constant, such as the visual 
system characteristics) can then estimate if interoperability will 
be a problem based on the one parameter (i.e., the mathematical 
model) of interest. The estimate can then be cross checked against 
actual network experience obtained during subjective evaluations. 
1ST realizes that several sources may be available for the so-
called "Idealized Model". 1ST prefers the models t o be validated 
using (from highest to lowest priority) operational test data, 
development test data, engineering simulat ion data, or training 
simulation data. We realize that a mixture of data sources may be 
necessa r y to achieve our goals. 
Certainly the first order of business will be to identify the 
models to be evaluated. 1ST will conduct a survey of the available 
radar and hel icopter simu l a tion models as early as possible. The 
survey will be based on government sources of models. Industry 
models tend to be proprietary or too expensive to procur e a n entire 
data package. 
In the case of radar models , 1ST wi ll identify and establish 
contact (with support from STRICOM) with appropriate Army agencies 
involved with Radar R&D. 1ST will u se its contacts t o identify 
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operational radar simulators appropriate and/ or available that can 
be considered for evaluation. In the case of helicopter models, 
contact has been initiated with Mr. Richard McFarland of NASA Ames. 
Mr. McFarland is a Research Engineer in the Flight Systems and 
Simulation Research Division at NASA Ames. He has been working on 
a high fidelity simulation model of the Blackhawk he licopte r for 
about two decades. This model will head the list of the models IST 
would like t o have . 
Apache helicopter. 
NASA Ames also has a simulation program of 
Since it is desired t o use many of these radar a n d helicopter 
models in a larger simulation environment , a performance criterion 
(Le . fidelity measure , timing, etc.) for models will be 
established so that analysis using the DIS network can be assessed. 
In order to evaluate those radar and helicopter models, data 
compatible with the DIS interoperability standards must be 
generated. The DIS data will be derived from a standard set of 
scenario driven input parameters ( " input drivers " ) is to be used to 
test each " radar and helicopter model ". These tests will form an 
error-variance envelope (random and systemat i c errors) of each 
radar and helicopter output data set against the r eference output 
data set. (reference data input and output sets established from 
either a " master radar or helicopter simulator" or from an actual 
position attitude and/or velocity data set). This input parameter 
set will be broad enough to stress the radar and helicopter model 
to find its domain of applicabi lity . 
Based on the method described above , fidelity measure s (e rror 
var iance values) and timing properties (minimum support ing data 
rates) wi l l be determined . Each measure of a r adar and/ or 
helicopter model tested will be compared to the reference model 
values and hence, to each other, yielding a procedure to sel ect 
those radar and/or helicopter models which may be sufficiently 
compatible to interoperate on the DIS network . This test procedure 
remains objective in that models are evaluated based on performance 
criteria ; they do not depend on the source of the mode ls. The list 
of mode ls subjected to evaluation and the associated rating process 
for establish i n g a baseline benchmark will be defined and entered 
into the DIS guidelines document. 
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othe r Application Layer tests are envisioned using the DIS 1.0 
Standard . Test procedures will be developed to demonstrate 
compliance for each of the ten Protocol Data Units. Other aspects 
of the standard which support data units will also be tested and 
evaluated. These include, but are not limit ed to coor dinate 
systems, byte ordering, units of measure , and appendices. 
Deliverables: A separate math model report will be developed 
fo r each of the mathematical applications desc ribed, above. The 
report wil l descr ibe the methodology used to evaluate the math 
models , describe all models, and prov ide resul ts from the analysis . 
The Other Appli ca tion Layer t ests described above will be reflected 
in a Test Procedures/Results Report. 
2. 3 .2 Subtas k 3.2 proto col/Netwo r k Layer Te s ts 
Proposal : Protocol / Network Layer tests will be developed and 
conducted for the DIS recommended protocols as they evolve. 
Ini tia l tests wi ll be developed to baseline UDP/IP performance in 
a DIS e nvironment using Ethernet. Three other protocol tests are 
envisioned: one using UDP/ IP wi t h wirel ess ethernet ( if compatible 
wi th testbed hardwa r e); a loopback test using UDP/IP with FOOl; and 
a test of an OSI based stack (se l ected by 1ST) using FOOl. 
Addit i onal Description: Wireless Ethernet (Motoro la) will be 
eva l uated if a system can be obtained on l oa n from Motorola. The 
OS1 tests s hould be amended to use IEEE 802 . 3 . IEEE 802.3 is the 
baseline configuration used in SIMNET 
requirements to t he rest of the testbed. 
and minimizes interfacing 
Two additional tests will 
be run . One test will involve the SIMNET Association and IEEE 
802 .3. An additional test will include DIS and Ethernet. 
This t ask wi ll a l s o require t he accumulation of data. 1ST 
anticipates a small contract award t o Grumman to support data 
collection. Grumman has developed a Lotus 
assists in the analysis of network loading. 
assessment methods can be developed by 1 ST . 
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Deliverables: Appropriat e sections will be added t o the Test 
Procedures/ Results to document testing methods and results. 
2.3.3 Subtask 3.3 Quantitative System Tests 
Proposal: Quantitative System Tests will be developed. 1ST 
will develop system level tests for an integrated ne twork. We will 
extend the l ocal area network tests in subtask 3 .2, above, to a 
long haul network to be i mp l emented between 1ST and STRICOM. The 
long haul linkage will be through a line of sight linkage between 
1ST and STRICOM. The line of sight communications wi ll link into 
a T-l telephone line and TWB located in STRICOM ' s facility . We 
will develop tests which investigate the nominal and peak 
performance of this long ha ul network . 
Other system level performance tes t s will be develop ed which 
measu re throughput, overload control, syntax, and semantics of the 
network . Through system level tests, 1ST will also identify system 
bot tlenecks and develop approaches to overcome those bottlenecks. 
Fo r example, current network to simulator interfaces are often a 
cause o f local a r ea network bottlenecks. As more interfaces are 
added to create a long haul network, different bottlenecks are 
quite likely. Developing the testbed in the systematic manner 
described in this proposa l will allow a full exploration of the DIS 
environment as it matures. 
Additional Description : System leve l tests are intended to 
evaluate a component in a system setting. 
system tests will be developed for 
As such , quantitative 
each POU, and each 
protocol/communication component. Tests must be designed to al l ow 
resul ts to be partitioned and organized in a way in which they can 
be related to other tests. The purpose is to assess relative 
perfo r ma nce differences between different implementations and 
interpretations of DIS. Add i tiona l testing needs and necessary 
development efforts should be identified in this subtask regarding 
peripheral aspects of the DIS Standard. The list should include, 
but not be limited to, evaluation of e n tity type hierarchial 
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arrangements noted in Appendix H2 of the DIS Standard , t he quantity 
of coordinate transforma t ions required by DrS, the use of v ar i o u s 
representations of the Earth ' s shape in DIS, and t he g e n e r a l 
treatment of the operation of mixed fidelity e nvironments in DI S. 
The DIS Architecture proposed by Loral will also be eva l uated . 
In particular , the functiona l ity and performance of CAUs and crus 
wil l be evalu a t ed . Arrangements , through STRICOM, wi ll be made 
with Loral to either borrow these items or t o simul a t e their 
performance and fUnctional i ty 
(subject to pe r formance limits 
in one of the testbed comput ers 
of the testbed hardware). 
Deliverables: Appropriate sections will be added to the Test 
Procedures/ Results to document testing methods and results . 
2.3 . 4 Subtask 3.4 Qual i tative Tests 
Proposal: Qualitative tests will be conducted by subject 
matter experts. Two types of tests are envisioned . One t est will 
be made to assess the utility of t he network implement atio n t o 
training, test and evaluation, analysis, etc. These tests will be 
in accordance with soldier- in- loop criteria developed b y the 
requesting organization . Other qua l itative tests may be conducted 
to determine whether certain DIS t ools are useful . Ini t ial 
evaluations will be orient ed to correlation metr ics fo r visua l 
systems. 
Additional Description: 1ST will provide test desig n a nd 
support for this subtask . Actual conduct and interpretation of 
results is the responsibility of the requesting organization. 
Deliverables: Appropriate sections will be added to the Test 
Procedures/Results t o document t est ing methods and resul ts. 
2.3 . 5 Subtask 3.5 Testi ng and Demonstrations 
Proposal: Testing and demonstrations will be conducted by 
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1ST. The initial testbed capability will be demonstrated as part 
of the I/ITSC Conference in San Antonio, Texas in early November, 
1992. Coincident with the demonstration will be production of 
documentation on the testbed 
through 3.4, above. Similar 
performance in accordance with 3.2 
tests will also be conducted on the 
SIMNET hardware at 1ST to form a set of baseline values for system 
performance . 
Formalization of the IITSC demonstration is currently underway 
at IST. 1ST has received approval from the IITSC steering 
Committee to conduct this demonstration. A meeting held at 1ST on 
10 April 1992 had attendees from 19 different organizations (to 
include IST) and discussed the feasibility of having such a 
demonst r ation with respect to testbed capabilities, DIS, and 
Project 2851 interoperability. It is likely that a good portion of 
the participants will take part in the I/ITSC demonstration. 
The scope of the demonstration will be as follows. Project 
2851 will provide a terrain data base in SIF . The data base will 
represent a specific area of Ft. Hunter Liggett, CA. Only four 
PDUs will be used; Entity State, Fire, Detonation, and Collision . 
1ST ' s Semi-Automated Forces will be modified to transmit and 
receive the above mentioned DIS packets. The underlying 
communications support will be determined and be implemented by 
1ST. Several alternatives are available. The risk to 1ST of 
implementing the alternatives to be used in decreasing preference 
are: 
a) convert the 1ST testbed to DIS PDUs encapsulated in 
IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) frames, 
b) convert the testbed as in a, above , but encapsulate 
the DIS PDUs in the BBN' s Association Protocol (AP) 
which in turn would be encapsulated in IEEE 802.3 frames 
or, 
c) convert the 1ST testbed to DIS PDUs encapsulated in 
a minimal implementation of UDP/IP, encapsulated in IEEE 
802.3 frames. 
The desirability of the above options from networking and 
technical points of view are in an opposite direction to the risk 
assumed. Therefore, 1ST will implement option c, above, for the 
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I / ITSC demonstration. Support from 1ST to other I/ITSC 
participants will be extremely limited until such time t hat 1ST 
becomes familiar and implements option c. 
Additional tests will be prepared and conduct ed usi ng t he 
testbed as new ideas related to DIS emerge. In the spring o f 1993 , 
1ST will demonstrate and test the full set of DIS PDUs. Additional 
tests envisioned include evaluation of correlat i on metrics , 
performance measures PDUs , and elect ronic warfare. 1ST wi ll also 
support the BDS - D ATTD by endeavoring t o work with Lora l to 
integrate and evaluate the CSRDF to AIRNET demonstration. 1ST will 
plan on providing four demonstration/tests per year after the first 
year of operation . 
Additional Description : This topic is further described in an 
1ST report informally titled Decisions/Actions . This document 
outlines t he network design to support 1/1TSC . Al so a set of test 
procedures and scenario descriptions will be developed. 
A critical aspect of interoperability relates to differences 
in fidelity between the simulators on the network. Currentl y , the 
most important area of fidelity diffe r ences is in the visual system 
and the accompanying representation of terr ain , cu l ture , and models 
in the simulation. 1ST ' s approach to testing will address 
measuring these differences in fidelity. The testbed will be used 
to support t hese studies (which result from othe r contractual 
efforts). However, effort wil l need t o be expended to develop data 
bases for the testbed which support these studies in visua l system 
and terrain data base fidelity. 
Differences in simulator network capacity is another area of 
interoperability which the testbed will address . Methods wil l be 
developed (using the software prov i ded by Grumman) to ident ify 
compatibility criteria based upon individual simulator network 
capacities and the tasks performed by the network of simul ators. 
Deliverables: Test rela t ed items will be documented i n Test 
Procedures/Results Report . 
2.3. Subtas k 3.6 As similation of OSI into DIS 
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Proposal: The assimilation of OS! into the DIS architecture 
and testbed will require OS! operational guideli ne documents to be 
developed . First, an OS! impl ementors handbook will be produced. 
This will describe architectural concepts and implementation 
strategies for developers and users of the aS! communication 
services. The integration of as! protocols into public data 
networks and the TWB/OSI will also be covered. The results from 
this task will be provided to the DIS CASS for incorporation into 
the DIS communication architecture standard. 
Secondly, a guidel ines document for DIS appl ications in a 
multipeer (in this context, multipeer represents multicast, 
and unicast transmissions) environment will be broadcast, 
developed. This document will be based on the OSI extended 
applicat ion layer structure (XALS) and will detail the process 
through which real - time simulation environments can access 
Transport services using null Presentation and Session services. 
The guidelines will be designed with maximum flexibility for growth 
of the DIS Application Layer structure. The DIS application layer 
will be required to support a variety of simulated and real 
entities. To make efficient use of the lower- level services, a 
mechanism which permits these entities to be multiplexed on (or 
sha re ) a single lower-level connection should be developed. Using 
XALS, the structure will identify DIS application entities as 
generic application service elements and application service 
objects . This structure will provide a stream- lined interface to 
mul tipeer services at the Transport layer . This document will 
complement on-going work with the multipeer addendum to the OSI 
Reference Mode l . 
Additional Description : IST will prepare Statements of Work 
for Open Network Solutions (ONS) and OPUS ONE to continue their 
work in Multipeer Multicast (MPMC) Standards. Mr. James Moulton of 
ONS has been instrumental in writing and promoting connection less 
oriented MPMC under contract to IST as part of the current contract 
wi th STRICOM. Mr. Joel Snyder of OPUS ONE has performed research 
similar to Mr . Moulton, but oriented to connection oriented MPMC. 
Margaret Loper will manage their efforts via Section 3.6 of IST's 
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ECP. 1ST will also coordinat e with the Center for Standards . The 
scope of coordination will be determined with STRICOM in early 
1993. 
Del i verables: Mul ticast serv ice def in i tions and protocol 
specificati o ns will be developed which support DIS requirements . 
These r eports will be submitted to appropriate ANSI working groups 
fo r considerat i on . They will also be included in Bi - Monthly Status 
and Management Repo rts for STRICOM review. A final report will be 
generated a t the end of the contract documenting the results of the 
second year ' s wo rk. 
3 .0 SCHEDULES AND DELIVERABLES 
Appendix A is a Work Flow Diagram interrelating t asks, 
subtasks, deliverables, and mi lesto nes. 
4. 0 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS 
This project will be controlled by standard project 
management principles. At 1ST these principles include the 
management of staff I technical di rection of the project , fiscal 
matte r s, purchasing, and document control. 
Di recto r Research and Development, will 
Investigator/Program Manager for this project. 
Mr. Brian Goldiez, 
be the Pr incipal 
Mr . Gol diez wil l 
ensure that sufficient resources are applied to this project . The 
pressing schedule c onst r aints early in this project requires 
bor r owing resources from other pro jects. Mr . Goldiez will provide 
a careful review of the requirements of this project to minimize 
the impac t on projects which loan personnel to this effort. 1ST 
expects to 
this t ype 
fill additiona l positions t o meet the long term needs of 
of research effort . Mr. Goldiez will utilize 1ST ' s 
existing infrastructure of administrative support to assist him in 
the execution of his duties . 
Mr. Scott Smith will be the l ead techn ica l indiv i dua l (i.e., 
Proj e ct Engineer) for this researc h effo rt. He will be responsibl e 
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for the day to day technical content of this research project . Mr. 
Smith will also be responsible the execution of Tasks 1 and 2, 
described above. Ms. Margaret Loper will be responsible for the 
execution of Task J as well as the Systems Engineering aspects of 
the research. 
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